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ABSTRACT

For many software projects, bug tracking systems play a
central role in supporting collaboration between the developers and the users of the software. To better understand
this collaboration and how tool support can be improved, we
have quantitatively and qualitatively analysed the questions
asked in a sample of 600 bug reports from the MOZILLA and
ECLIPSE projects. We categorised the questions and analysed
response rates and times by category and project. Our results show that the role of users goes beyond simply reporting bugs: their active and ongoing participation is important
for making progress on the bugs they report. Based on the
results, we suggest four ways in which bug tracking systems
can be improved.
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ACM Classification Keywords:
D.2.5 [Software Engineering]: Testing and Debugging;
D.2.7 [Software Engineering]: Distribution, Maintenance,
and Enhancement
General Terms: Human Factors, Management
1.

INTRODUCTION

In open-source projects, bug tracking systems are an important part of how teams (such as the ECLIPSE and MOZILLA
teams) interact with their user communities. As a consequence, users can be involved in the bug fixing process: they
not only submit the original bug reports but can also participate in discussions of how to fix bugs. Thus they help to
make decisions about the future direction of a product. To
a large extent, bug tracking systems serve as the medium
through which developers and users interact and communicate. However, friction arises when fixing bugs: developers get annoyed and impatient over incomplete bug reports
and users are frustrated when their bugs are not immediately
fixed [5, 15].
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In order to better understand such communities and how
they collaborate and interact with each other, we analysed
600 bug reports from the ECLIPSE and MOZILLA projects. In
particular, we focused on what kind of questions are asked
in bug reports and their answers. Such questions implicitly describe information needs for bug fixing (Section 3).
We then analysed different aspects, such as when are questions asked (question time), how often are they answered (response rate), and how much time takes it to receive an answer (response time). For each aspect, we reveal several patterns that help to guide designing better bug tracking tools.
Earlier work on information needs in software development
focused on software maintenance tasks [18, 27] and the dayto-day needs of collocated development teams [16]. In contrast, our study focuses specifically on bug tracking and considers the entire life cycle of bug reports, which involves
many different tasks, such as triaging, debugging, fixing,
testing, and reviewing code. We also consider users who
report bugs in our study. More specifically, we make the
following contributions:
1. Catalogue of frequently asked questions in bug reports.
We identified a catalogue of questions posed by both users
and developers in bug reports, consisting of eight categories and 40 sub-categories, derived from 947 questions
in 600 bug reports for ECLIPSE and MOZILLA. Most questions are related to debugging and fixing the bug. Many
questions also request further information or relate to bug
triaging activities (Section 4).
2. Statistical analysis of question time, response rate and
time. For each question, we collected whether and when
it was answered. Questions which discuss corrections are
more likely to be answered. In contrast, answers to triaging and resolution questions take longer. In MOZILLA,
questions addressed to developers are more likely to be
answered than questions addressed to users (Section 5).
3. Qualitative analysis of bug reports. We analysed bug reports with a low response rate or repeated assign-reassign
events. We found that bug reports are fixed faster when
the reporter participates. Reassignment of bugs to other
developers was also an indicator for progress (Section 6).
4. Consequences for bug tracking. Our study has several implications for bug tracking systems, e.g., to become more
community-oriented and explicitly address evolving information needs (Section 7).

2.

RELATED WORK

In this section we compare and contrast our work to previous research in two areas. First, we consider studies that
investigate the information needs of developers in various
contexts. Information needs of developers in collocated development teams were studied by Ko et al. [16]. The authors observed the daily work of developers and noted the
types of information desired—they identified 21 different information types in the collected data. Sillito et al. [27] examined the kinds of questions that programmers ask during
change tasks. An extensive collection of 44 different kinds
of questions were identified. Johnson and Erdem [14] examined questions posted to Usenet newsgroups and categorised
them into three classes: goal-oriented, symptom-oriented,
and system-oriented. Erdem et al. [8] analysed the questions
further along with questions from a literature survey to develop a model of questions that programmers ask. Herbsleb
and Kuwana [11] focused on software designers and investigated the types of questions that get asked during design
meetings. We are also interested in information needs of
developers, however in the context of developers and users
collaborating around a bug report.
Second, we consider our work in the context of research that
has focused on bug tracking systems. Ko et al. [17] looked at
thousands of bug report titles and identified fields that could
be incorporated into new bug report forms. Aranda et al. [2]
reported on a field study of coordination activities around
bug fixing at Microsoft. They identified common bug fixing coordination patterns and provided implications for coordination in software development. Bettenburg et al. [5]
conducted a survey on developers and users from APACHE,
ECLIPSE, and MOZILLA to determine which information contents, in their opinions, comprise good quality bug reports.
Their CUEZILLA tool leveraged the responses from the survey
to measure quality of bug reports in real-time and provide
immediate feedback to reporters on enhancing information
quality. Just et al. [15] analysed the responses from the same
survey to suggest improvements to make bug tracking systems easier to use and facilitate submission of better quality
bug reports. Lastly, another study by Bettenburg et al. [6]
argued for merging of duplicate bug reports along with the
originals to make more unique information about the bug
available to developers. In contrast, our work focuses on the
interaction between developers and users with the goal of
improving tool support for this interaction.
Sandusky used primarily qualitative methods on MOZILLA
bug reports to describe phenomena such as question and
answer sequences [25]. Sandusky and Gasser focused on
the role of negotiation in software problem management and
how it affects the organisation of information [26]. Ripoche
and Sansonnet analysed speech acts across the entire Mozilla
Bugzilla corpus computational linguistics [23].
3.

DATA COLLECTION

For our study, we analysed the bug repositories of two large
open-source projects, ECLIPSE1 and MOZILLA2 . We selected
these projects because both of them have many developers
and users and a long development history.

Combined, both projects have over 600 000 bug reports,
which are too many to be analysed manually. Therefore,
we used simple random sampling on all bug reports to select
300 bug reports for each project. We then manually identified questions in the 600 bug reports. Next we grouped the
extracted 947 questions into categories using a card sort.
Collecting Questions

We extracted questions from bug reports by carefully reading each sampled bug report. Questions come in different
forms, with different intentions, and not all of them describe
information needs. Therefore, we used the following selection criteria: a question relevant for our study is any text that
asks for information or feedback that is related to the bug or
fix. In particular, this means that we excluded from our analysis: requests for action (unless they asked for confirmation),
rhetorical questions (no response expected), and questions
unrelated to the bug or to fixing it.
Here are a few examples to illustrate what we consider to be
a question.
4 “Which operating system are you using?” → asks for information
related to a bug
4 “Why the tabs instead of putting this on the first page of the wizard?”
→ ask for the reasoning behind a proposed fix
4 “Would you mind giving the changes a once-over after I make them?”
→ asks a developer for feedback on changes

In contrast, here are examples of text that we did not consider
to be questions for the purpose of our study.
8 “There is no mozilla bug here, and were we to cater to the obvious bugs
of Delphi, then what happens when the next implementer comes along
who also misinterpreted the spec and thought the header was mandatory?” → rhetorical question, no information seeking
8 “Can you commit it to SUNBIRD 0 3 BRANCH (and the other
branches/trunk) before todays (sic) nightly build is produced?”
→ request for action, no answer expected
8 “What is a child entry [when defining access rules]?” → unrelated to
the bug and its fix3

For each identified question, we recorded the following information on an index card:
• the bug id of the bug report;
• the number of the comment that contains the question (the
initial bug description has the number 0);
• the actual question; if needed we added the context to
make questions self-contained;
• whether the question is addressed at developers, users, or
both (i.e., who is expected to respond);
1
ECLIPSE is a popular integrated development environment for
Java and other programming languages. As of July 6, 2008, the bug
database for ECLIPSE contained 238 541 bug reports (=our sample
frame), dating back to October 2001. http://www.eclipse.org
2
MOZILLA is a suite of programs for web browsing and collaboration (such as email client, calendar, and address book). As of July
7, 2008, its bug database contained 435 392 bug reports (=sample
frame), dating back to April 1998. http://www.mozilla.org/
3
The question is not related to a bug or fix because a user asked in a
bug report how to use the new ECLIPSE feature “type access rule”.

• whether the question is regarding the bug, fix, or both;
• and responses, if any, as a list of comment numbers (we
only considered responses within the same report).
After collecting all questions on index cards, we entered all
data into a database and added author and time information
(via the bug id and comment numbers). With author information, we can distinguish between different roles such as
developer, submitter, and assignee. With time information
and the comment numbers for questions and responses, we
can compute response times.
Card Sort

To group questions into categories, we conducted a card
sort. Card sorting is an inexpensive sorting technique that
is widely used in information architecture to create mental
models and derive taxonomies from input data [3]. In our
case it helps to organise the questions into hierarchies to
deduce a higher level of abstraction and identify common
themes. A card sort involves three phases:
1. In the preparation phase, participants of the card sort are
selected and the cards are created.
2. In the execution phase, cards are sorted into meaningful
groups with a descriptive title.
3. In the analysis phase, abstract hierarchies are formed in
order to deduce general categories and themes.
We applied an open card sort, meaning there were no predefined groups, instead the groups emerged and evolved during
the sorting process. In contrast, a closed card sort has predefined groups and is typically applied when themes are known
in advance, which was not the case for our study.
All of the cards were created by the first author of this paper. Throughout our further analysis three researchers (first,
third, and fourth author) were involved in iteratively developing categories and assigning cards to categories so as to
strengthen the validity of the result. The first author played
a special role of ensuring that the context of each question
was considered appropriately in the categorization, and creating the initial categories. To ensure the integrity of our
categories, the cards were sorted by the first author several
times to identify initial themes. Next, all researchers reviewed and agreed on the final set of categories as presented
in the next section. We measured inter-rater agreement for
the first author’s categorization on a simple random sample
of 100 cards with a closed card sort and two additional raters
(third and fourth author); the Fleiss’ Kappa [9] value among
the three raters was 0.655, which can be considered a substantial agreement [19].
Threats to Validity (Card Sort)

Bystanders of a communication might misplace its context
as they may lack full understanding of its nature and background. This threat applied to us, too, when we identified
questions and responses in our sample of bug reports. Open
card sorts are also inherently subjective because different
themes are likely to emerge from independent card sorts conducted by the same or different people.

4.

CATALOGUE OF QUESTIONS

After we finished the card sort, we had 40 groups, which
we clustered into eight categories.4 We now describe each
category and provide examples of questions. The numbers
in parentheses indicate how many times questions in each
group were asked.
Category #1: Missing Information

Often, submitted bug reports are incomplete and miss information relevant to reproduce a bug. In fact, this is one of
the most frequent problems that developers face with bug
reports [5], and is confirmed by our study: missing information is the third-largest category. To better understand a
bug before starting to debug, developers request information
such as steps to reproduce, build numbers, OS, test cases,
examples, program output, and screenshots.
→ in total 143 questions, or 15.1% of all questions.
steps to reproduce: (16×) “How do I actually reproduce this border problem?”, “Can you give a description of when this happens to you?”
environment: build, OS, installed software (51×) “Can you provide a build
number?”, “Which operating system?”, “Do you have flash installed?”
tests and examples (16×) “Could you attach test suite or strip it down to a
sufficient example?”, “What are you trying? Get some real example of
your code here. . . ”
program output: log file, talkback, stack trace (32×) “This bug needs a
stacktrace (sic).”, “Talkback ID from crash?”
miscellaneous information requests (28×) “Could you provide a screenshot?”, “Where do you crash in profile manager?”

Category #2: Clarification

Often developers have all relevant information about a failure, but need to clarify certain aspects, which they did not
fully understand. The questions in this category relate to
the bug in general, and not to possible corrections, which
are part of a separate category (correction). Clarification
questions can be specific or very general. Often developers
are even clueless what problem is reported in a bug (“don’t
understand, please explain”). Some questions come from
users who want to know if they have been helpful or whether
additional information is needed.
→ in total 114 questions, or 12.0% of all questions.
asking something specific (16×) “How do you select a different input
method?”, “Where’s a java-applet on this page?”
do you mean? (24×) “Do you mean in the ’browser’ tab?”, “Are you saying you cannot download a file?”
don’t understand, please explain (28×) “I am not clear on what the remain
problem is. Can someone explain it to me?”, “I don’t understand why
you would want to export web app libraries?”
questions about provided data (12×) “Was the original dump a ’copy’ on
the call stack?”, “What do the port numbers refer to?”
user regarding his helpfulness (5×) “[Developer,] Is there anything else I
can do to help troubleshoot this problem?”, “Were you able to reproduce
using the steps [I, the reporter,] described in comment #7?”
miscellaneous clarification questions (29×) “Which part do I need to verify for this bug?”, “What should the path have been?”
4
Out of the 947 questions, seven did not fit any of the identified
groups and were ignored for the remaining analysis.

Category #3: Triaging

Bug triage is the process of deciding which bugs should be
fixed and assigning them to developers. It includes the decision whether a behaviour is actually incorrect (“bug or
feature?”). Often bugs are submitted to wrong components
or even projects, e.g., to MOZILLA instead of JBoss (“not
our bug?”). Sometimes two different bugs are described
within the same report or a new bug emerges during bug
fixing (“separate bug report?”). Most questions in this category, however, are about bug duplicates and who should
fix a bug, both of which have been extensively covered by
research [1, 6, 12, 24, 28].

once developers found the cause of a bug, they discuss solutions and alternatives before they fix the bug. The questions in the first group suggestion & feedback requests are
asked before any changes are made and discuss possible solutions. The questions in understanding fixes relate to an implemented solution, often a patch. The last group are questions related to code reviews, where developers ask about or
get feedback on their solution. Reviewing code is considered an important quality assurance mechanism in the open
source community [22].
→ in total 240 questions, or 25.3% of all questions.
suggestion & feedback requests (80×) “Should we just remove the getBuiltIn check StreamHandlerFactory?”, “Do we want to change all
’click’ to ’choose’?”

→ in total 94 questions, or 9.9% of all questions.
duplicate or not? (35×) “Has this been investigated previously?”, “Dupe
of bug 114853?”
who could fix it? (10×) “Who gets the Solaris problem?”, “Anybody want
to own this bug?”

understanding fixes (87×) “Maybe I’m not understanding this statement
but you could use a ConverterProvider as an application-wide singleton (for your own code) but the library would not include the concept of
an application-wide singleton. Correct?”

could you fix it? (14×) “Can you do the fix as suggested?”, “Could you
take care of this?”

code reviews (73×) “How about a review when you get a chance?”, “Can
you rewrite the patch for the tip?”

bug or feature? (5×) “Is that intended or should it be fixed?”, “Is this normal or a bug?”

Category #6: Status Enquiry

correct component? (5×) “Is dom the correct component?”, “Can you verify that this is a reconciler problem?”

This category contains all questions that relate to the status
(including resolution and priority) of a bug or its fix. Most
of the questions are about the progress in general or whether
a fix will make a certain version or build of the program. We
also included questions about possible workarounds in the
category because bugs with workarounds often have a lower
priority.

not our bug? (9×) “Should I move this bug report to JCore-code assist?”,
“Is this a JBoss bug that needs reporting?”

→ in total 80 questions, or 8.4% of all questions.

shall we fix it? (9×) “Is this little nit worth picking?”, “Not sure whether
we care enough to try to change this?”
separate bug report? (7×) “Should this be written up as a separate ’enhancement’ bug?”, “Shall we open a new bug or rename the summary of
this one?”

questions about progress (28×) “Any progress on this one?”

Category #4: Debugging

questions about target version (19×) “Will this make M13? M14?”

This category contains questions related to the process of
debugging. It is the second-largest category, which indicates
that debugging is a highly collaborative activity, involving
both developers and users alike. Ko et al. made a similar observation about the collaborative nature of debugging [16].
In general, developers ask questions about behaviour and
state of a program, and about code pieces. Sometimes they
require input from users and ask them to rerun programs
with different settings.

questions about workaround (7×) “Can we see about recommending people upgrade viewpoint if they continue to crash with this?”

→ in total 176 questions, or 18.6% of all questions.
questions about the behaviour of a program (65×) “Does this exception
happen consistently for you?”
questions about state, setting (18×) “Do you have autobuild on?”
questions that require action and/or rerun (42×) “Can you see what happens with a new profile?”
questions about code (25×) “Could it be because the user name field has
“type = input” rather than “type = text”?”
questions that ask why or why not (17×) “Why do all the radio buttons
have two gray dots now?”
miscellaneous debugging questions (9×) “Any
ideas?”

further

comments

or

questions about related bugs (9×) “Now that bug 128586 is fixed, is this
bug fixed, too?”
questions about resolution and priority (11×) “IF (sic) this is fixed on
trunk, how come it’s not marked RESOLVED-FIXED?”
reminders (6×) “Care to actually answer the question I asked?”

Category #7: Resolution

This category contains questions that ask whether a bug is
resolved or whether it is still a problem. Typically, these
questions are asked after workarounds have been mentioned,
after new builds, or after longer periods of inactivity in the
bug report. The latter kind of questions ensures that developers only spend their time on bugs that still matter to
users. If users do not respond to such questions, the bugs
get closed. The MOZILLA project even automated this process and posts automated messages to bug reports. However, closing bugs automatically after inactivity is not very
popular among users [15].
→ in total 68 questions, or 7.2% of all questions.
after workaround (7×) “Does downgrading to 0.9.8 solve the problem?”
after new build (35×) “Do you still see the problem using FF2 or trunk?”

Category #5: Correction

after inactivity (17×) “Has this been solved for any of you?”

This category contains questions that discuss how to correct
a bug. It is by far the largest category, which indicates that

automated message after inactivity (9×) “This is an automated message,
with ID ’auto-resolve01’. . . ”
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Out of the 940 questions, 11.3% were asked within one
hour and 35.9% within a day after submission of the bug
report (see Figure 1).
Considering only the 773 questions in resolved bug reports, the majority of questions is asked in the first half of
the bugs’ lifetimes (65.8%).
• Response rate. How many questions get answered?
Out of the 940 questions, 636 were responded to
(67.66%). Note that this number considers the presence
of a response only, it does not assess the quality of responses.
• Response time. How long does it take to get a response?
Of the 636 questions with responses, 9.8% received responses within 10 minutes, 34.2% within the hour, and
79.4% within the day (see Figure 1).
We analysed the influence of the following factors (correspond to independent variables):
• Category — the card sort category to which the question
belongs (for the eight categories, see Section 4).
• Addressee — question addressed at developer or user; for
the analysis, we ignored questions which were addressed
to both.
• Topic — question related to the bug or fix; for the analysis,
we ignored questions that were related to both.
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

For each question and response (if available), we extracted
time information from the bug database using the recorded
bug and comment numbers (see Section 3). This allowed
us to investigate the following aspects (correspond to dependent variables).5
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Figure 1. Distribution of question and response time.

Step 1. Find out which factors exert influence

We used a statistical modelling technique called Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) to measure which factors and interactions
of factors influence the dependent variable. For example, in
a three-way ANOVA with factors A, B, and C, the model tests
for the effects of A, B, and C on the dependent variable, and
also for the effects of the interaction terms AB, AC, BC, and
ABC. We preferred Type II over Type III sum of squares for
ANOVA because Type-II sums obey the principle of marginality and are better suited for unbalanced data [20].
For our analysis, we built two ANOVA models for each dependent variable. The first model included only category as the
independent variable, while the second model included addressee, topic, and project. This separation was made to reduce chances of false negative errors (i.e., accepting the null
hypothesis when it is false), which is a plausible effect of the
high number of levels (discrete values taken by the factor) in
the category factor. Factors (and interaction terms) found
to have significant effects on the dependent variable are determined by observing the corresponding p-value which is a
measure of arriving at the result purely by chance. Typically,
a threshold value of p ≤ .05 is considered to treat the factor significant and worthy of further analysis. Unless noted
otherwise all results are significant at this level.

• Project — question was asked in ECLIPSE or MOZILLA.
Step 2. Confirm and assess the effect of factors
Experimental Set-Up

We quantitatively investigated the effect of the above four
factors on question time, response rate, and response time
by adopting the following experimental set-up throughout
our analysis:
5
For the statistical analysis, we used the R statistical software [21]
with the car package for the Anova tests.

is followed by post-hoc analyses on statistically significant factors and interaction terms. In contrast to ANOVA,
which only checks whether a factor significantly influences
the dependent variable, post-hoc analyses investigate which
specific levels of the factor are different from the others.
For example, if an ANOVA yields that category influences response time, the post-hoc analysis investigates which of the
eight levels of category actually have influence on response

ANOVA

times and how. The choice of statistical tests for post-hoc
analysis depends on the data. We used t-tests for question
times and response times because their values are continuous. For response rates we used Chi-squared tests because
they are based on dichotomous data (responded to or not).

Question Time by Category

Missing Information
Clarification

In cases where the category factor was shown as significant
by ANOVA, the post-hoc analyses were conducted by comparing each of the eight categories to the remaining seven combined as opposed to comparing them pairwisely. The motivation to do so was firstly our interest to know the specific
categories for which the dependent variable differed from all
others. Secondly, increasing numbers of statistical tests progressively increase the chances of false positive errors (i.e.,
rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true). This likelihood is reduced by applying Bonferroni correction, which is
an adjustment to the threshold p-value by dividing it by the
number of tests. Since we conducted eight tests to compare
the categories, we lowered the threshold for significance to
p ≤ .00625. In the analysis below, we report whether the
specific category is significant with and without Bonferroni
correction. It is important to note that the categories no
longer significant with Bonferroni correction are still important since they influence the dependent variable, but their
effect must be interpreted with caution.
Question Time

Analysing question time helps us understand the information needs of developers at different stages of the bug fixing
process. We computed question time as the ratio of the time
difference between the comment that contained the question
and when the bug was reported to the lifetime of the bug
report. The resulting value is normalised and ranges from
[0 – 1]; for the sake of simplicity, we refer to it as question
time throughout this remainder of the paper. The two ANOVA
models yielded that category (p < .001), topic (p < .001)
and project (p < .05) influence question time, but addressee
has no significant effect.
The ANOVA result for category suggests that information
needs of developers change during the lifetime of bug reports. This is also supported by Figure 2, which plots the
distribution of question times across different categories. To
investigate specifically which category of questions were
timed differently from the others, we performed the posthoc analysis using t-tests. We found that questions related
to missing information and debugging are asked early on in
the lifetime (both p < .001), suggesting that soon after the
bug is reported, developers focus on gathering all relevant
information related to the bug and to narrow candidate fix
locations. On the contrary, questions related to correction,
status enquiry, and resolution are asked later on in the lifetimes of bug reports (all three p < .001). Note that all categories, with an exception of status enquiry, were significant
even after Bonferroni correction.
A noteworthy observation in Figure 2 is that question times
for all categories range across the full lifetimes of bug reports; especially notable so for bug triaging, which is commonly believed to be undertaken soon after the bug has been

Triaging
Debugging
Correction
Status Enquiry
Resolution
Process

0.0

0.2
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0.6

0.8

Question Time

1.0
Late

Figure 2. Boxplot of question time by category.

reported. Instead, it appears to be an on-going activity that
does not necessarily halt after the bug report has been assigned to a developer (see Section 6 for examples).
Topic showed also a significant effect on question time in the
ANOVA analysis. The post-hoc analysis confirmed this result
and showed statistically significant differences in the mean
values for the two levels of topic (p < .001). Questions
related to fixes were asked later in the bugs’ lifetimes than
questions related to bugs. This indicates that the focus of
questions shifts from collecting information related to the
bug to how the bug should be fixed.
Project also showed a significant effect in the ANOVA analysis; however, the t-test could not confirm any significant
effect of project on question times.
Response Rates

As an initial exploration of the challenges developers face
in satisfying their information needs, we examined the effect that our independent variables (question category, addressee, topic and project) had on how likely questions were
to be responded to. The ANOVA models showed that category of questions has a significant effect on response rates
(p < .001). ANOVA also showed two interaction terms to
be significant, namely project:addressee (p < .001) and
topic:addressee (p < .05). Although the main factors
project, addressee, and topic were also significant, they need
no further analysis since they will be covered by the post-hoc
analysis on the interaction terms.6
6
Post-hoc analysis on significant interaction terms is conducted by
keeping the level of one factor constant and comparing the dependent variable by different levels in the other factor. After repeating
this for all levels in the first factor, levels in the second factor are
now kept constant to examine differences in the first factor.

Response Time by Category

Table 1. Response rates for questions by category.
Replied

Not replied

Total

Response Rate (%)

Missing information
Clarification
Triaging
Debugging
Correction
Status Enquiry
Resolution
Process

89
72
59
117
189
56
38
16

54
42
35
59
51
24
30
9

143
114
93
176
240
80
68
25

62.24
63.16
62.77
66.48
78.75
70.00
55.88
64.00

Total

636

304

940

67.66

Missing Information
Clarification
Triaging
Debugging
Correction
Status Enquiry

The result for the category factor indicates that whether a
question is likely to receive a response depends on the type
of question that has been posed (see also Table 1). In the
post-hoc analysis, questions related to correction were more
likely (response rate of 78.8% vs. 64.1%, p < .001) and
questions related to resolution were less likely to receive responses (56.0% vs. 68.7%; p < .05). Note that of these two
categories, only correction remains statistically significant
after Bonferroni correction.
For the interaction term project:addressee, the post-hoc
analysis revealed that in the MOZILLA project, questions addressed to developers have a significantly higher response
rate of 72.2% as compared to questions addressed to users
with a response rate of 50.0% (p < .001). In addition
we found that questions addressed to users in the ECLIPSE
project have a higher response rate of 69.3% as compared to
those from MOZILLA with 50.0% (p < .01). No other significant differences were found for this interaction.
For the interaction term topic:addressee, the post-hoc analysis showed that developers are more likely to respond to
questions related to fixes than to questions related to bugs
(78.2% vs. 66.4%, significant at p < .01). No other significant differences were found for this interaction.

Resolution
Process

1 min

1 hour

1 day

1 month

1 year

Response Time (logarithmic scale)

Figure 3. Boxplot of response time by category.

questions related to clarification (p < .05) and process
(p < .05) have lower response times, i.e., are replied to
quickly. In contrast, responses take longer for questions related to triaging (p < .01) and resolution (p < .05). Of
these four category types, only triaging-related questions
were statistically significant after Bonferroni correction.
Figure 3 plots the response times by category (note that the
plot uses raw response times). There are cases where questions did not receive a response until after a year, for example, it took more than four years to receive a reply for
question “Is this still an issue?” in MOZILLA bug 4633. To
summarise, although a vast number of questions receive responses quickly, others questions take much longer and and
many go unanswered.

Response Times

Another aspect relevant for the analysis of replies is response
time, i.e., how quickly does the addressee respond to the
question. Delayed replies can slow down progress on bug
reports, eventually bringing some to a standstill. For example, a developer may wish to clarify the conditions under
which she can reproduce the bug. Without a response, she is
less likely to make progress on the bug.
Our analysis now focuses on the questions that received responses. Response time for each question was computed as
the time difference between the comment in which the question was posed and the first comment in which it was answered (completeness of answers was disregarded). Thereafter, the data was normalised by ranking the response times
to meet the data assumptions for modelling using ANOVA.
The ANOVA models only showed for category a significant
influence on response time (p < .001). This means that response time depends mostly upon the type of question.
Our post-hoc analysis on the category factor revealed that

Threats to Validity (Statistical Analysis)

As with any empirical study, it is difficult to draw general
conclusions because any process depends on a large number
of context variables [4]. In our case, we analysed 600 bug
reports from two large open-source projects, namely ECLIPSE
and MOZILLA. We expect that our findings also apply to other
projects. The observations made from the statistical analysis
are based on 600 randomly sampled bug reports that may not
be fully representative of their respective projects. However,
the questions identified from the sample cover a vast spectrum of categories that include nearly every aspect of the
bug fixing process. We can hence expect that our findings
are generalisable and reflective of the projects.
6.

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

In this section, we discuss bug reports with low response
rates and frequent reassignments in more detail. Our analysis of these reports yielded several insights, however, our
conclusions should be considered preliminary.
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Figure 4. Illustration of discussion in nine bug reports.

Low Response Rate

Section 5 quantifies the challenge developers face in getting
their questions answered in a timely fashion. In particular,
32.34% of the questions in our sample were never responded
to, and many more required hours or days before an answer
was provided. To explore this issue further we have looked
more closely at five bug reports that contained many unanswered questions. This way we have been able to carry out a
preliminary analysis of 27 unanswered questions in context.

swered. After several months with no response, one of the
developers guessed that the problem had been resolved and
marked it as RESOLVED/WORKSFORME.

To select the bug reports for this analysis, we considered
all reports with at least five questions and selected the five
reports with the lowest response rates. The discussions contained in these reports are illustrated in part A of Figure 4.
All of these reports come from the MOZILLA project, which
we found to have lower response rates in our sample (65.7%
versus 71.3% for the ECLIPSE project). As shown in the figure, with the exception of issue 99490, these issues all took
a significant amount of time to address and included long
stretches of time without discussion.

Our qualitative analysis suggests that there is an expectation
by developers that users reporting a bug, actively participate
in the discussion of the bug if necessary and our statistical
analysis showed that questions addressed to users appeared
throughout the life cycle of a bug report (see Section 5). A
lack of response by users can result in a sense that reporters
are not doing their part and that their cooperation is essential
for progress to be made. For example, during the discussion
of bug 99490, after several questions (asked in comments
1, 3 and 4) had gone unanswered, in comment 6 the developer encouraged the reporter to respond and explained that
no work would occur otherwise: “Reporter, please work with
us on this [...] Please comment within the next week or so;
otherwise we may have to resolve this worksforme.” Once
the reporter responded to some of the questions, which happened in comment 7, the bug was quickly resolved.

For the MOZILLA project 50.0% of the questions addressed
to users went unanswered, and indeed most of the 27 unanswered questions were addressed to users (20 questions) and
are related to the bug rather than the fix (26 questions). For
example, during the discussion of bug 242170, developers
asked the reporter six questions about the bug (four in comment 1 and two in comment 2) none of which were an-

The unanswered questions in these five bug reports tended
to be about information that is necessary for proper triaging,
debugging, and especially to reproducing a bug. A lack of
response to such questions is particularly frustrating for developers because without the ability to reproduce a bug, generally no progress can be made and developers tend to mark
the bug as RESOLVED/WORKSFORME or let it sit idle. For

example, during the discussion of bug 50151, a developer
asked about the “build number” [comment 13] along with
another question clarifying what the bug is about. There was
no answer to this question and so no progress was made for
one month until a different user added some additional information (in comment 14).
On the other hand, we also observed that some questions
were superseded or became irrelevant as the discussion progressed. This is the case for the questions in comments 7,
8, and 9 in the discussion of bug 87503. In comment 7
the commentator asked about what version of MOZILLA the
problem occurred in and then clarified in comment 8 that he
meant “which build”. Commentator 5 suggested that someone checks whether or not the latest build, with a particular
patch, still has the problem. The discussion then continued,
but only considering the latest build. In cases like these, the
lack of a response is not indicative of a problem, though this
appears to be the less common case.
Triaging Issues

In Section 5 we noted that triaging-related questions are
posed throughout the life cycle of a bug. We also suggested
that discussion about how to address a bug may influence
who should address it. Related to this, previous work has
identified a bug pattern called the assign/reassign cycle and
hypothesised that such a pattern may indicate a structural
problem in the software or an organisational gap [10].
To further explore assignment and reassignment issues as
they relate to questions asked, we have analysed the questions asked in four bug reports; three from the ECLIPSE
project and one from the MOZILLA project. To select the bug
reports for this analysis, we considered all reports with at
least three questions and selected the four with the most reassignments. In this way we have been able to carry out
a preliminary analysis of 24 assignment decisions (some to
generic component owners, others to individual developers)
in context. The discussions contained in these reports are
illustrated in part B of Figure 4.
An analysis showed that some questions and the reassignments that followed intend to help move the bug towards resolution in various ways. The most obvious were questions
aimed at understanding the issue sufficiently in order to get
the assignment correct. For example, during the discussion
of bug 47618, the question asked in comment 6 tried to understand under what circumstances the bug occured. The answer in comment 7 led directly to the reassignment in comment 8 to the group responsible for the Debug component.
Similarly, there were questions about who was responsible
for a given area and answers to these questions are important for appropriately assigning responsibility for the bug.
For example, during the discussion of bug 95224, the bug
was assigned to commentator 5 (see comment 5) because it
was believed that he was the appropriate module owner. In
comment 6 he denied that he was the owner (“when did that
happen?”) and reassigned the bug to a developer who never
participated in the discussion (see comment 7). No further

progress was made until commentator 6 claimed the bug five
months later (see comment 8).
In a few cases a question was asked and simultaneously the
developer who could answer the question (and take the next
steps with the bug) was assigned the bug. This happened
several times during the discussion of bug 26698. In comment 2, the commentator (who was the assignee at the time)
asked a question and reassigned the bug to the group that
could answer it (“moving to Debug for comment”). After tying off the ensuing discussion with members of that
group, commentator 3 took the bug back. Once he had finished his work on the bug, he asked commentator 4 to verify
what he had done and assigned the bug to him (see comment 9). These results suggest that multiple reassignments
are not problematic in all cases and can be a natural part of
the question and answer process.
7.

IMPLICATIONS FOR BUG TRACKING

Previous work discussed various shortcomings of today’s
bug tracking systems [15] and proposed several improvements such as interactive feedback systems [5] and alternative handling of bug duplicates [6]. Based on the results reported in this paper, we suggest four new ways in which bug
tracking systems and practices can be improved.
Evolving information needs. From the analysis of question time in Section 5, we learned that the kind of questions and thus the information needs change over a bug’s
life cycle. In the beginning most questions request missing information or details for debugging (in order to locate
the source of the bug). Later questions are mostly focused
on the correction of a bug and on status enquiries. A direct
consequence is that bug tracking systems should account
for such evolving information needs. For example, in the
beginning, when more information about a bug is needed,
easy ways to provide screenshots, stack traces, or steps to
reproduce, are important. Later in a bug’s life cycle, such
interfaces can be replaced by interfaces that facilitate discussing the correction and tracking the bug’s resolution.
Tool support for frequent questions. In our study, some
question categories were very frequent, e.g., review requests or status enquiries (see Section 4). Introducing
tools that help addressing these questions in a timely and
organised manner will streamline bug tracking activities.
As an example consider the request for reviewing a suggested fix. If this is clearly assigned by the bug tracking
system to a developer, e.g., through a separate work item,
a code review is more likely to be completed and is easier to track. Thus, reviewing bug fixes becomes an active
rather than a passive part, dependent upon the emergence
of a volunteer code reviewer.
Explicit handling and tracking of questions. For
the
MOZILLA project 50.0% of the questions addressed to
users went unanswered. We believe that many users
do not understand the jargon used by developers and
require explicit requests, like “please work with us on
this” (see Section 6). A solution for this problem could
be to make the state of the discussion explicit, not just the

state of the bug report. For example, developers could
mark up crucial questions, which the bug tracking system
recognises and puts the bug in a state “answers pending”.
Making this state explicit sends a clear message to
all stake-holders of the bug report. One can take this
even further and collect bugs that are stuck because of
insufficient information on a special dashboard; they
could then be specifically targeted.
Community-based bug tracking. The high number of
unanswered questions in MOZILLA could result from users
who feel their job is done after initially reporting a bug.
This sentiment is heightened by a form design in bug
trackers that emphasises reporting of information rather
than interaction. To overcome this, bug reporting and
tracking should be understood as a social activity within
a community, supported by the bug tracking system. For
example, it could be more of a project portal, which indicates the assigned developer and her recent activities, the
status of a bug, new questions in bug reports, the history
of the reporter, including bugs she had reported previously
and maybe even reputation of reporters.
Joel Spolsky once noted “I’ve always felt that if you can
make it 10% easier to fill in a bug report, you’ll get twice
as many bug reports” in his blog [13]. While usability is of
importance to us, we focus on improvements after the initial
submission of a bug report. Therefore our suggestions are
unlikely to increase the number of reports. Instead, we hope
that our ongoing research will contribute toward the development of social and interactive bug tracking systems that
address the needs of users and developers alike. Our long
term aim is to increase the percentage of fixed bug reports.
8.

CONCLUSIONS

Bug tracking systems are an important part of how teams in
open source interact with their user communities. This interaction goes beyond users simply submitting bugs. Many
follow-up questions are posed to the reporters of bugs and
often, if a reporter does not play an active role in the discussion of the bug, little progress is made. Our results highlight the importance of effectively and efficiently engaging
the user community in bug fixing activities, and keeping
them up-to-date about the status of a bug. We believe that
our results will help to form the design of new bug tracking
systems that will aim at eliciting the right information from
users and facilitating communication between end users and
developers as well as among developers. An integration and
active participation of users in bug tracking will result in
bugs being fixed faster and more efficiently.
All cards, the categorization, and R scripts to replicate our
study are available as a technical report [7].
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